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Bounds for the Uniform Deviation of 
Empirical Measures 
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McGill University 

Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 

If x, )...) X, are independent identically distributed Rd-valued random vectors 
with probability measure p and empirical probability measure p,, and if QZ is a 
subset of the Bore1 sets on Rd, then we show that P{sup,,~ IF,@) -,u(A)( > E) < 
cs(Q, n*) eCZnr2, where c is an explicitly given constant, and s(W, n) is the 
maximum over all (x, ,..., XJ E Rd” of the number of different sets in 
{lx , ,..., x.} nA 1 A E a). The bound strengthens a result due to Vapnik and Cher- 
vonenkis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The approximation of a probability measure ,U on the Bore1 sets 9 of Rd 
by an empirical measure ,u, constructed from A’,,..., X,,, a sample of 
independent random vectors with common probability measure ,u, has been 
of interest to statisticians for different applications. The classical empirical 
measure ,u, is defined by 

where Z is the indicator function. 
Let 
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where cpl is a subclass of 9. Steele [ 121 gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the almost sure convergence to 0 of U,,. Dudley [4] studies 
the convergence in distribution of fi U,, and Gaenssler and Stute [7] give a 
comprehensive survey of the literature on empirical measures. We want to 
find good upper bounds for 

that do not depend upon p. Obviously, U,, = 1 when a = 9 and p is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Also, U, = 1 when 
@ is the class of all convex Bore1 sets, and ,U puts its mass uniformly on the 
surface of the unit sphere (Rao [lo]). These classes are too rich. 

On the other hand, if @! = (A } is a singleton set, then 

P{ U, > E} < 2e-2nE2 (1.1) 

by Hoeffding’s inequality (Hoeffding, [ 151). For the class of all left-infinite 
intervals on R ‘, Dvoretzky et al. [5] showed that 

P(U, > E} < ce-2nEz (1.2) 

for some universal constant c not exceeding 611 (Devroye and Wise [3]). 
When CPI = {(-co, al]x ... x(-co, a,]; (a 1 ,..., ad) E Rd}, Kiefer [H, 91 showed 
that for each a ( 2, there exists a constant c(d, a) such that 

P{ U, > E} & c(d, a) emanE2. (1.3) 

Devroye [2] showed that for this class 

P( U, > E} < 2e2(2n)d e-‘““, nE2 2 d2. (1.4) 

Bound (1.3) is a moderate deviation result (ne’ -+ co makes it go to 0) while 
(1.4) is a large deviation result (&/log n --t co makes it go to 0) that for 
fixed E decreases more rapidly to 0 than (1.3). 

Wolfowitz [ 141 discusses the behavior of U,, if G! is the class of all linear 
halfspaces. For different classes of sets CY, a general method for obtaining 
upper bounds was developed by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [ 131. 

Throughout this paper, we assume that 
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are random variables where ,uU:, is the empirical measure constructed from 
x; )...) XL, a sample of independent random vectors with common probability 
measure ,u, and independent of X, ,..., X,. For the classes 0‘ discussed below, 
this is the case (e.g., the products of closed left-infinite intervals; the products 
of intervals; the open spheres; the closed spheres; the open linear halfspaces; 
the closed linear halfspaces; the finite intersections of open (closed) linear 
halfspaces; the open convex sets; etc.). 

THEOREM (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, [ 131). If N&x~,...,x,) is the 
number of different sets in 

and 

then 

P(U, > E 

We prove the following 

} < 4s(fl, 2n) eCncr18, ne2 > 1. (1.5) 

THEOREM. There exists a universal constant c such that 

P{ U, > e) < cs(G& n2) e-2nr*. (1.6) 

The constant does not exceed 4eC4” 4c2’. 

The proof of (1.6) is tailored to the proof of Vapnik and Chervonenkis 
[ 131. A slightly different inequality is due to Devroye and Wagner [ 11. 

Note. The quantity s(@, n) measures how “complex” the class @ is. For 
example, we have 

(1) Q!= (A}:s(@,n)= 1. 

(2) 67 = 1(-w, a,]x a-- x(-w, a,] 1 -a3 Q a, < +a~,..., -a3 
<a,<+co}: 

s(oT, n) = (1 + n)“. 
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(3) GZ = {all rectangles in I?‘}, where a rectangle is a d-fold product of 
intervals of the type (a, b], (a, b), [a, b), or [a, b] with -co < a < b < +co: 

n > 2d. 

(4) @ = {all linear halfspaces in Rd}, where a linear half-space is a set 
of (x, )...) xd) E Rd satisfying 

or 
alxl+ ‘*‘+a,x,+‘&,>o 

UlXl + “*+a,x,+&,>o 

for some (a 1,..., ud9 Uo) E Rd+‘. We have: 

s(Q!,n><2 i n 
( ) 

- 1 < 2nd, 
i=O i 

4 
’ (d-l)! nd’ n 2 d. 

(5) @ = {all closed or open &-spheres in Rd}: 

The proofs of these inequalities use straightforward combinatorial 
arguments; most of them are summarized by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [ 131 
and Feinhloz [6]. 

Note. For small E, the bound in (1.6) becomes very close to 
4s(6!!, n2) e-2nE2. For GI! = {A}, it is just twice as large as Hoeffding’s bound 
(1.1). 

2. PROOF OFTHE THEOREM 

Define n’ = n2 - n, T = (X, ,..., X,), V = (X,, , ,..., X,, + n ,), where X, ,..., Xnz 
are independent identically distributed random vectors from Rd with 
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probability measure p. Let ,u, and ,uV be the classical empirical measures for 
T and V, respectively. For each Bore1 subset A of Rd, let 

and define 

Also, let P, P, and P, be the probability measures induced by the overall 
sample (T, I’), T and I/ in Rn2d, R”d and Rnfd. We will first show that for 
O<a<l,c>O, 

P{P>(l--a)El> (l-&)Plo>cI. 

Indeed, notice that o > E implies that I,u(A *) -,u&I*)I > E for some A* E (2’ 
(depending upon 7’), and that on {a > E}, {[,+(A*) -p(A*)l <a&} c (pAe > 
(1 - a)~} G {p > (1 - a)~}. Thus, 

> i dp, 
. IO>El 

~R”,d4P>~1--ukldPY \ 

~PTla>&}.d9~P(i~V(A)-~(A)I~as} 

Let (T,, Vi) denote one of the possible n2! permutations of (T, V), and let 
pA(i), p(i) be defined as pa, but with (Ti, Vi) replacing (T, V). Two sets A 
and B from Rd are equivalent for (T, V) if 

A n (X, ,..., X,2) = B n (X ,,..., X”,). 

For such equivalent sets, we have of course ,u,,fA) = p,,(B), p=,(A) =p=,(B), 
all i = l,..., n’! 
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Proceeding as in Vapnik and Chervonenkis [ 131, we have 

$ g1 4db(l-drl 

< N,(X ,,..., X,,) e-2nr2’4a”E2t4E2 
< s(a, n2) e-2n&4anr~+4~2, 

(2-l) 

where @ o vj G 6Z is a subclass from 91 with the properties , 

(9 -4 B E %,Y) implies tat A and B are not equivalent for (T, V), 
(ii) for every A E @, there exists a B E @(,,,, that is equivalent to A 

for (T, V). 

Thus, %“, cannot have more than s(@, n2) sets. Let us now explain the 
third inequality in (2.1). 

If Y, )..., Y,2 is a permutation of y, ,..., yn2, a sequence of O’s and l’s, with 
Yi = IIXiEA1, then 

< 2 exp{-2ns2 + 4ana’ + 4E21, 

where p(,,,, is the classical empirical measure for (T, V), and where we used 
Hoeffding’s inequality for sampling without replacement from n2 binary- 
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valued elements with sum nap,,,,, (A) (Hoeffding [ 15 ]; Serfling [ 11 I). Taking 
expectations on both sides of (2.1) gives 

P(p > (1 - cf)&} < s(M, nZ) ,-2tz+4ant’+4Ez. 

Collecting bounds yields 

P(u > E} < 2s(U, n’) 
1 

1 - (1/4cf*&*n’) 
e(4anE2t4f9 e-2nd 

< 2e'4dYt 4r*1 
1 

\ 
1 - 

y*/2 ~(67, n’) e-2nE2, 

when a = l/yns, n > 2, 0 < y < fi. For y = 1, we obtain 

P(a > c) < 4ec4s+4E2’s(Q!, n’) e-2nr2. 

Note. We have in fact shown that 

P{ U, > E) < 4e’4c’4”*‘e-2n~2E{Nnr(X, ,..., X,,)). 

In many cases, this bound is considerably smaller than (1.6). 

P-2) 
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